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Problem 
• Due to the 100 fold increase in luminosity at SuperB, we 

expect radiative bhabha backgrounds to be dominant.  
• The high hit rates induces an additional slow neutron 

background.  
• The goal is to study the degradation of energy resolution 

due to their pileup. 
• Furthermore, we would also like to know whether changing 

the preamp electronics could alleviate the degradation. 
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Energy Resolution 

• The energy resolution of the EMC necessary to achieve 
SuperB'sphysics goals should be the same as those at Babar.  

• A look at the Babar resolution profile leads us to conclude that 
pileup should contribute approximately less than 3 MeV at 100 
MeV of energy deposition.  
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FastSim: Expected Simulation 
Behaviour 

• Cluster formation: 

Photon deposits fixed energy at 
one of the EMC layers 

Computes energy deposit 
per crystal based on RM 
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• After clusters for all particles have been formed individually, decide 
if we want to merge any of them: 

We simply add 
the energies up 
for each crystal. 



FastSim: Background Frame 
Mechanism 

• Radiative Bhabha: Load TParticles generated from the FullSim 
production, and let it run through the FastSim cluster formation.  

• Neutron Background: Load energy depositions directly from FullSim 
output.  

• For each background energy deposition, we must scale the cluster 
energy according to the pulse fraction at the origin (time = 0): 

Signal pulse. Centered 
at time = 0. 

Background pulse. Cluster 
energy is the energy 
deposited scaled by pulse 
fraction at time = 0. 



FastSim: Electronics (1) 
• The preamp electronics model was created by Luigi Recchia 

and Valerio Bocci.  
• The model was input into SPICE, and the output is the 

numerical voltage value in time.  
• Roughly speaking, the crystal is modeled as a current source 

input into a CSP-CR-RC4 circuit: 

• The output pulse is parametrized by two time constants: τint 
and τsh, which are the effective integrating and shaping time.  



FastSim: Electronics (2) 
• The preamp electronics model affects the pulse shape used 

in FastSim.  
• In fact, FastSim knows nothing else about the specific 

electronic circuit; therefore, effects pertaining to specific 
circuit details are not modeled/accounted for in this study 
(e.g. charge saturation, integrated charge fraction, etc) 

• FastSim simply reads the lookup table from the SPICE 
simulation to act as the template of the pulse fraction 
mentioned a few slides above. 



FastSim: Electronics Pulse 
• We were given a few pulse models. For CsI 

preamps: 



FastSim: Particles in Background Frames 
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Simulation Methodology 
• We generate a single photon of a defined energy, and shoot it at the 

detector region/crystal type of interest.  
• For each such configuration, perform two runs: turning on/off the 

backgrounds.  
• Histogram the cluster energy of the generated photon, and fit a crystal ball 

function for each simulation output.  
• For each photon energy and given detector region/crystal, take the 

difference in quadrature of the crystal ball σ for the runs with/without 
background.  

• Plotting the quotient of the difference in quadrature and the expected 
energy will represent the pileup smearing, and can be directly compared 
to the Babar resolution plot.  

• For each photon energy, can also divide the difference in quadruature by 
the square root of the mean number of crystals. This result should be 
constant over all energies, and measures the energy smearing per crystal.  
 



Simulation Configuration 
• Generate 10,000 single photon events at energies: 50, 200, 500, 

1000 MeV.  
• Background Frame Cuts: 

– Require background particle energy > 1MeV. 
– Radiative Bhabha background frame length: 8µs 
– Neutron background rrame length: 2µs 
– Z coordinate of particle creation: -300cm < z < 200cm 

• Cluster formation cuts: 
– L1 threshold: 0.1MeV 
– Crystal threshold: 0.01MeV 

• Noise Cleanup: 
– Remove Out of Time.  
– Keep clusters with energy about 10 MeV, and highest energy digi 

above 1 MeV. 
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CsI forward barrel: Crystal Ball Fits, 50MeV 

RadBha No Bkg 

Preamp: CsI-140us-300ns 

Energy (GeV) Energy (GeV) 



CsI forward barrel: Crystal Ball Fits, 50MeV 

RadBha 

RadBha + Neutron 

No Bkg 

Preamp: CsI-140us-300ns 

Large high 
energy tail!! 
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CsI forward barrel: Crystal Ball Fits, 1GeV 
Preamp: CsI-140us-300ns 

RadBha 

RadBha + Neutron 

No Bkg 

At high energies, 
tail is well 
behaved. 

Energy (GeV) Energy (GeV) 



CsI forward barrel: Resolution plot  

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha 

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha + Neutron 



CsI forward barrel: Resolution plot  

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha 

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha + Neutron 

? 



CsI forward barrel:Pedestal sigma per Crystal 
Preamp: CsI-140us-300ns 

RadBha 

RadBha 

RadBha + Neutron 

RadBha + Neutron 



CsI-forward-barrel: Conclusion 
• The neutron background smears the energy resolution 

badly in the low energy end.  
• The plots given so far are in fact an under estimation. 

Currently, we have about 3MeV at 100MeV, but looking at 
the crystal ball fit, this is probably going to end up being 4 
MeV at 100 MeV.  

• Changing between the preamp models have a small effect 
on pedestal smearing: not enough to alleviate the problem. 
– It seems that the shaping times are already short for the given 

models. Could we shorten the pulse further?  
• Outstanding question: Where does the Babar preamp land 

in the resolution plot above? Need lookup table for the 
Babar electronics!  
– Suppose the pulse shape is roughly the same as the pulses 

currently given, then there would be little reason to change the 
preamp based on the pileup.  

– If the pulse is longer, however, changing the preamp is 
necessary to at least bring us to the situation presented thus far.  

 



CsI-central-barrel 

RadBha RadBha + Neutron 

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha + Neutron 

The situation at 
the “central” 
barrel is now 
only 
borderline.. 

High energy 
tail…. 
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LYSO-inner-forward 

RadBha RadBha + Neutron 

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha + Neutron 

Smearing 
appears to be 
well contained 

High energy tail 
not significant 
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BGO-inner-forward 

RadBha RadBha + Neutron 

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha + Neutron 

Same conclusion 
for the BGO 
pulses. 
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LYSO-outer-forward 

RadBha RadBha + Neutron 

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha + Neutron 

Outer forward 
endcap is ok as 
expected 
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BGO-outer-forward 

RadBha RadBha + Neutron 

Extrapolated 100 MeV, RadBha + Neutron 

Same conclusion 
for the BGO 
pulses. 

Energy (GeV) Energy (GeV) 
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Conclusion 
• The neutron background is severe.  

– For the barrel, it smears the resolution 
significantly at low energies.  

• The pileup smearing in the forward endcap is 
under control.  

• The preamp electronics seems to have a small 
effect in reducing pileup.  
– Perhaps the shaping times are already as short as 

it can be.  
• Need to insert the Babar preamp model in the 

barrel to make progress towards deciding 
whether to switch out preamps.  
 



Backup 



BGO pulse shapes 



LYSO pulse shapes 
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